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B-MEETINGS

2009 - 2012



25.04.2009: Düsseldorf  
object #100 will move itself each day some distance and explore the city



08.11. 2009: Düsseldorf
bioism creatures exploring big world and meeting politician: "Kunst ist für alle da!"



03.01.2010: Düsseldorf / Meerbusch
bioism creature meets head of Joseph Beuys: "extend the definition of the art!"



12.01.2010: after Sky Burial, Tibet
bioism creatures meeting sculls of the monks; meditating about the termination of biological functions



13.02.2010: discounter ALDI, Düsseldorf
bioism creature explores the big world of shopping. after 13 minutes of meditating about goods and their 

faiths it was bought by happy consumer. satisfaction



07.07.2007: Ukraine
bioism creature meets the circus of mormons: "competition of synthetic biology with evolution will require 

new mind designs" 



25.03.2010: university hospital, Düsseldorf. 
bioism creatures are self-infected. but nevertheless still greeted by humans



04.04.2010: Düsseldorf
bioism creature meets blacksmith with his pupil: from homo faber to homo creator!



16.04.2010: Vienna
bioism creature meets the silent voice of the intellect during the observations of perpetual movements of 

nucleoli in the nerve cells



14.04.2004: Kiew
bioism creatures flying around the smoke-generating device; smelling the dark, carbonized and oldest form 

of visual communication



19.06.2010: Düsseldorf
bioism creature meets the post service: it sends 3 letters to future bestiariums





 18.11.2010: Thessaloniki
bioism creature explores greek fishers, pursuing after the unknown and unseen; causing crisis metamorphosis







13.05.2011: Graz
bioism creature meets the candy machine of Jakominiplatz, exploring desire for sweetness, hardwired into 

humans; obviously sweets triggering production of the brain's natural opioids



 31.05-05.06.2011: Venice
thirsty bioism creature at the fountain of Rialto-market, rising up its water content, maintaining plasma 

volume, keeping thermal regulation upright, dissolving, metabolizing







07.08-22.08.2011: Havana
visiting museum, creeping through a little bit dusty deconstructivism lantern, and finally cleansed by friendly 

self-employer





+ additional living installations in charming cooperation with La Tunca Art Foundation:





from all bioism creatures
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 Bioism extends life to lifeless subjects.
 




